
WEIGHING AND BATCHING SYSTEMS WT60

WT60 BASE
WT60 0-20 / 4-20 mA (16 bit) max 300 ohm

WT60 0-5 / 0-10 VDC (16 bit) min 1000 ohm

WT60 +/- 0-10 / +/- 0-5 VDC (16 bit); min 10000 ohm

WT60 LOAD
WT60 UNLOAD
WT60 3 / 6 / 14 PRODUCTS

CARATTERISTICHE TECNICHE TECHNICAL FEATURES
POWER SUPPLY and CONSUMPTION
NUMBER OF LOAD CELLS IN PARALLEL
LOAD CELL SUPPLY
LINEARITY
LINEARITY OF THE ANALOGIC OUTPUT
THERMAL DRIFT
THERMAL DRIFT OF THE ANALOGIC OUTPUT
A/D CONVERTER
INTERNAL DIVISIONS (DISPLAY)
MEASURE RANGE
DIGITAL FILTER / CONVERSION RATE
DECIMALS / DISPLAY INCREMENTS
LOGIC OUTPUTS (relays)
LOGIC INPUTS
SERIAL PORTS
BAUD RATE
HUMIDITY (condensate free)
STORAGE TEMPERATURE
WORKING TEMPERATURE

PC Supervision Software

Weight indicator in DIN box for panel mounting. Dimensions: 72 x 144 x 170 
mm (depth of embedding including serial cable wiring and terminal boards). 
Drilling template 67 x 139 mm. Five-key polycarbonate keyboard. Five-digit 
semialphanumeric display (20 mm h),7 segment LED. IP54 front panel 
protection.

Mod. WT60 6 PRODUCTS includes a 8-output relay module (80 x 160 x h 60 
mm) 115 Vac 2A.
Mod. WT60 14 PRODUCTS includes two 8-output relay modules (80 x160x 
h 60 mm, 80 x120 x h 60 mm) 115 Vac 2A.

Two Serial Outputs for connection to:
- PC/PLC by Laumas Protocol and ModBus RTU Protocol (RS232 or 

RS422/485) or Pro bus DP (RS422-485), see converters at pages 183-184.
- Remote display (RS232 or RS422, see pages 186-187).
- Printer and/or RD data recorder (RS232; pages 188-190).

PASSWORD to protect the access to selected functions.

THEORETICAL CALIBRATION is performed via the keyboard.

READING THE LOAD CELLS VALUE expressed in mV.
CHECKING THE LOAD CELLS CONNECTION with safety function (drop-
out relays).
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12 groups selection by 4 setpoint from external selector switch

OPTIONS ON REQUEST:

- Converters Pro bus, USB, Ethernet, radio (pages 183-185)

WEIGHT INDICATOR 4 outputs - 3 inputsWT60

Main functions
- 4 set-points con gurable as normally open or normally closed. The operator 

can decide the setpoints activation for the net weight value, gross weight 
value, or according to the peak value, otherwise for positive weights or for 
positive and negative weights.

- Selection of hysteresis values for every set-point.
- Peak Holder visualization by closing the relative input contact (function not 

available on WT60 BASE 12F).
- Net/Gross function by keyboard or external contact (only by keyboard for 

WT60 BASE 12F).
- Print of the weight via keyboard or external contact with date and time.
- Auto zero function.
RS232 SERIAL OUTPUT (COM1):
suitable for connection to PC (Communication Protocols: Laumas or ModBus 
RTU) / REMOTE DISPLAY (pages 186-187) / PRINTER / RD data recorder.
RS422 / 485 SERIAL OUTPUT (COM2):
- suitable to connect max 32 indicators to a PC / PLC by the Communication 

Protocol (Laumas or ModBus RTU or Pro bus DP); PC SUPERVISORY 
SOFTWARE.

- for REMOTE DISPLAY connection.
MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE FOR WEIGHT SORTING MACHINE for 
WT60BASE 12F
ANALOG OUTPUT (16bit - 65536 divisions):
Full scale settable by keyboard between 10 and 100% of the range (16 bit  
65536 div.)
The operator can decide the analog output activation for the net weight value 
or gross weight.
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LOADING BATCHING WT60 CARICO

WT60 LOAD 12 Formulas

OPTIONS ON REQUEST:
- E: 12 formulas selection from external contacts

- EC: 12 formulas selection from external selector switch

- EC2: Selection 2 x 12 formulas from external selector switch

- ANALOG OUTPUT 16 bit (page 152)

- Converters Pro bus, USB, Ethernet, radio (pages 183-185)

Main functions
- 12 formula memorization with Set and Slow values.
- Automatic fall calculation after every batching cycle.
- Sole tolerance value setting for all formulas.
- “Tapping” function: It is possible to select the slow-on and slow-o   times.
- Total consumption memorization and consumption of each formula.
- Current batching can be interrupted via keyboard or external contact.
- On request, possibility of printing constants, formulas and consumption from 

keyboard. Automatic printing of batching data at the end of every cycle.
- It is possible to execute the autotare at the cycle start.
- In the event of a power failure during batching, the microprocessor resumes 

batching from the point of interruption.
- Auto zero function.
- Pause of the batching by the keyboard.
- Batching start via keyboard from 1 to 9999 cycles.

RS232 SERIAL OUTPUT (COM1):
suitable for connection to PC (Communication Protocols: Laumas or ModBus 
RTU) / REMOTE DISPLAY / PRINTER / RD data recorder.

RS422 / 485 SERIAL OUTPUT (COM2):
- suitable to connect max 32 indicators to a PC / PLC by the Communication 

Protocol (Laumas or ModBus RTU or Pro bus DP); PC SUPERVISORY 
SOFTWARE

- for REMOTE DISPLAY connection

Operation: By closing the start contact or by pressing the DOSA key the 
microprocessor starts the batching. The microprocessor veri es that the weight 
is lower than the programmed minimum weight, it executes the autotare and 
closes the Set and Slow (Lento) contacts. When the weight reaches the Set 
minus the Fall and minus the Slow (Lento), the Slow contact opens. Once 
it reaches the Set value minus the Fall value the Set contact opens. When 
the pause time has elapsed (max 999.9 sec.) it memorizes consumption 
and closes the cycle end contact, sending the batching data to the printer (if 
available). When the weight reaches the minimum weight (unloading phase) 
and after the safe emptying time is over (max 999.9 sec.) WT60 opens the 
cycle end contact. If more than one cycle has been programmed, the instrument 
continues automatically.

Buttons not included in the supply
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UNLOADING BATCHINGWT60 SCARICO

WT60 UNLOAD 12 Formulas

OPTIONS ON REQUEST:
- E: 12 formulas selection from external contacts

- EC: 12 formulas selection from external selector switch

- EC2: Selection 2 x 12 formulas from external selector switch

- ANALOG OUTPUT 16 bit (page 152)

- Converters Pro bus, USB, Ethernet, radio (pages 183-185)

Main functions
- 12 formula memorization with Set value.
- Setting of a only Slow value for all formulas.
- Automatic fall calculation after every batching cycle.
- Sole tolerance value setting for all formulas.
- “Tapping” function: It is possible to select the slow-on and slow-o   times.
- Total consumption memorization and consumption of each formula.
- Current batching can be interrupted via keyboard or external contact.
- On request, possibility of printing constants, formulas and consumption from 

keyboard. Automatic printing of batching data at the end of every cycle.
- Automatic loading is possible according to minimum and max weight 

values.
- In the event of a power failure during batching, the microprocessor resumes 

batching from the point of interruption.
- Auto zero function.
- Pause of the batching by the keyboard.
- Batching start via keyboard from 1 to 9999 cycles.
- “Big-bag” unloading function.

RS232 SERIAL OUTPUT (COM1):
suitable for connection to PC (Communication Protocols: Laumas or ModBus 
RTU) / REMOTE DISPLAY / PRINTER / RD data recorder.

RS422 / 485 SERIAL OUTPUT (COM2):
- suitable to connect max 32 indicators to a PC / PLC by the Communication 

Protocol (Laumas or ModBus RTU or Pro bus DP). PC SUPERVISORY 
SOFTWARE.

- for REMOTE DISPLAY connection.

Operation: By closing the start contact or by pressing the DOSA key the 
microprocessor starts the batching. The microprocessor veri es that the weight 
is higher than the quantity to unload, it executes the autotare, closes the Set 
and Slow (Lento) contacts and displays the weight increase. When the weight 
reaches the Set minus the Fall and minus the Slow (Lento), the Slow contact 
opens. Once it reaches the Set value minus the Fall value the Set contact 
opens. When the pause time has elapsed (max 999.9 sec.) it displays the 
weight in the container, memorises consumption, sends the batching data to 
the printer (if available) and sets to standby for a new start command.
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BATCHING 3 / 6 / 14 PRODUCTS WT60

WT60   3 PRODUCTS 12 Formulas
WT60   6 PRODUCTS 12 Formulas
WT60 14 PRODUCTS 12 Formulas

OPTIONS ON REQUEST:
- E: 12 formulas selection from external contacts

- EC: 12 formulas selection from external selector switch

- EC2: Selection 2 x 12 formulas from external selector switch

- ANALOG OUTPUT 16 bit (page 152)

- Converters Pro bus, USB, Ethernet, radio (pages 183-185)

Main functions
- 12-formula memorization.
- Batching start via keyboard: it is possible to program form 1 to 9999 cycles.
- Automatic fall for each product.
- “Tapping” function: It is possible to select the slow-on and slow-o   times.
- Net weight batching for each product.
- 6 PRODUCTS model is equipped with Slow (Lento) contact.
- Possibility to execute the autotare on the  rst product.
- Consumption memorization (total and for each product).
- Current batching can be interrupted via keyboard.
- Possibility of printing of the constants, formulas and consumption via 

keyboard.
- Possibility of automatic printing of batching data.
- In the event of a power failure during batching, the microprocessor resumes 

batching from the point of interruption.
- Setting of a tolerance value for all the products.
- Auto zero function.
- Pause of the batching by the keyboard.

RS232 SERIAL OUTPUT (COM1):
suitable for connection to PC (Communication Protocols: Laumas or ModBus 
RTU) / REMOTE DISPLAY / PRINTER  / RD data recorder.

RS422 / 485 SERIAL OUTPUT (COM2):
- suitable to connect max 32 indicators to a PC / PLC by the Communication 

Protocol (Laumas or ModBus RTU or Pro bus DP); PC SUPERVISORY 
SOFTWARE

- for REMOTE DISPLAY connection.

Operation: By closing the Start contact or pressing the DOSA key the 
microprocessor starts batching and veri es that the approval contact is closed 
and the weight is lower than the minimum weight. It then executes the autotare 
and closes the contact of  rst product in the formula. If the Slow value is set, 
when this value is reached the product contact is opened and closed according 
to the programmed work and pause times (“tapping”). For WT60 6 products, 
Slow contact will be closed. Once reached the value set in formula minus the 
Fall value, the microprocessor opens the product contact and when the pause 
time has elapsed (max 999,9 sec.), it memorizes the consumption, closes the 
contact of the following product, displaying the net weight, and so on until the 
last product. Then the microprocessor closes the cycle end contact, which is 
reopened when the minimum weight is reached and after the safe emptying 
time has elapsed (max 999.9 sec.). Batching data are sent to the printer (if 
available). If more than one cycle has been programmed via the keyboard, 
batching starts again as soon as the approval contact is closed, or when the 
operator repeats the start command.
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/ PRODUCTS

BATCHING 3 / 6 / 14 PRODUCTSWT60
/ PRODUCTS
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Buttons not included in the supply

Buttons not included in the supply

Buttons not included in the supply
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